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Editorial
Yemen and Somalia : Between Instablitiy and Global Maritime Geopolitics 

 maritime areas bordering the Horn of Africa and the Arabian Peninsula.
Yemen and Somalia are a perfect illustration of the strong presence of regional 
and international actors in search of establishing an optimal security in the
 maritime areas of these two countries.

 coalition under the leadership of Saudi Arabia would represent a turning point 
in the war in Yemen and deprive the Houthi rebellion of any access to the sea.

maritime, land and air blockade of the northern part of Yemen and Sana'a the 
capital considered as the bastion of the rebels.

of this country, along the old border separating the two former Yemeni states

 Houthi rebellion and through the intervention of the military coalition led by 
Saudi Arabia in support of the legal government of Yemen, has a direct impact
 on the security situation of countries of the Horn of Africa.
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 Somalia contribute to the creation of an environment conducive to the strengthening 
of numerous criminal and terrorist groups that already seem to control entire sections 
of the sea frontages of Somalia and Yemen.

of witnessing an equally dangerous territorial and political fragmentation of their very 
closer Yemeni neighbor.
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Both Yemen and Somalia share disturbing similarities, such as the weakness of 
the state, the uncontrolled circulation of huge stocks of weapons and 
ammunition, the presence of numerous terrorist groups and acute poverty.

 restore credible states able to fully control their territorial, maritime and air
 domains. 

Yemen and Somalia remain a threat to regional and global peace and security 
and could soon lead to an upsurge in maritime piracy that the international 
community has successfully eradicated in 2012.

the Arab Peninsula States with whom they share common maritime borders 
to jointly and quickly put in place, a body entirely dedicated to the political 
dialogue and the coordination of every initiative aimed at strengthening the
 security and safety of this regional and international maritime area. 
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THE CASE FOR A WHOLE-OF-AFRICA MARITIME DIALOGUE 
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 both the existing and emerging threats, and the innovative responses to them.  
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 closely associated with various regions of Africa, more needs to be done to 
communicate the successful approaches African states and regions are taking to 
countering maritime, governing the maritime domain and developing the blue 

sharing their insights, lessons and experiences with each other.  To help facilitate such 
interaction, the United States’ Africa Center for Strategic Studies launched a “Whole-
of-Africa Maritime Dialogue” in Victoria, Seychelles in March 2018 – an initiative that

 will continue in perpetuity.

 that criminals around the continent and around the world are taking inspiration
 from each other in their approach to pursuing illicit rewards. It stands to reason, 

 may be governed by local dynamics, they can all similarly take inspiration from each 

 through the Whole-of-Africa Maritime Dialogue 

Operational Cooperation on the Water 

It is a fundamental reality that states do not always get along.  Historical 

 can cause the relationship between states, even neighboring states, to sour to
 the point of complete cessation of communication.
  Maritime criminals, however, are unencumbered by borders, bureaucracy or 

for example, have had a closed border for years, and communication between
 the states on many matters remains limited or nonexistent.  

 and Algeria are able to share information and coordinate action out of the 
common need to address transnational maritime insecurity. 
 Similar examples exist around the continent and should be drawn upon for
 helping address any instances in which cooperation is hindered by inter-state 
tensions.

One of the most interesting and important examples of maritime security 

 states of Cameroon, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and São Tomé & Príncipe, since 
2009, have made operational cooperation a reality, engaging in daily combined

 operations at sea.  Driven by the operators, the states recognized an urgent need
 to come together to confront maritime threats they could not manage 
individually.  

One of the most interesting and important examples of maritime security cooperation

 Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and São Tomé & Príncipe, since 2009, have made 
operational cooperation a reality, engaging in daily combined operations at sea.  
Driven by the operators, the states recognized an urgent need to come together to 
confront maritime threats they could not manage individually.  
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Innovative Approaches to Harnessing the Blue Economy 

Africa has seen a proliferation of maritime-focused strategies over the last 
decade, but writing them is the easy part.
Actually adopting and implementing them in a meaningful way is the 
challenge.
And even when regional bodies adopt strategies, their member states, as the 
building blocks of security, still have to bear the responsibility of incorporating

As a growing number of states adopt national maritime strategies
(whether a national maritime security strategy with the singular pillar of 
security, a state action at sea strategy with the dual pillars of security and 
governance, or an integrated maritime strategy with the three pillars of security, 
governance and the maritime economy), the question of implementation looms. 

transition from adoption to implementation, or even to those who are debating 

strategy development and implementation, Côte d’Ivoire has seen tremendous
improvement in its maritime security and governance – a message it is happy 
to share with others. 

  

Establishing Internal Cooperation through Whole-of-Government Processes Implementing National Maritime Strategies 

Updating Legislation and Penalties

Outdated legislation plagues maritime law enforcement agencies around the world.
While many states continue to grapple with passing maritime crime legislation

 its marine environment and the criminal threat, the government has successfully

When a state cannot cooperate between its own maritime agencies, it is hard to

Consequently, many states are beginning to pursue internal cooperation through 
“Whole-of-Government Processes” in which the various ministries, agencies and
 departments with maritime responsibilities work together in a repeatable, d
ocumentable fashion that provides timely information to senior decision makers.

 involved.
Even as it continues to improve, Cameroon is recognized as having one of the best 
models for such cooperation, and has shown a remarkable willingness to share its

 insights with other states. In fact, when discussing such processes globally, the
 “Cameroonian model” stands alongside such other examples as the “American 
model,” and the “Australian model.”   

economy – is elusive for many states.
Yet Seychelles has become a world-leader in engaging in innovative approaches to

 securing, harnessing and enhancing its blue economic potential.  Fish traceability

 is available to all coastal and archipelagic states, so there is a lot of inspiration to 
draw from this example. 
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 (  Read more )

For further details please contact:
Mr. Daoud A. Alwan
Head Maritime Security
Intergovernmental Authority for Development (IGAD)
IGAD-SECURITY SECTOR PROGRAM
Addis Ababa/Ethiopia

 Contact :( 251) 0947364674
Email: Daoud.alwan@igad.int

Increasingly, Africa is replete with examples of generosity in pursuit of collective 
maritime security. 

more that indicate the sorts of success that states are having in improving maritime
 security, governance and development.
Virtually every coastal, island or archipelagic state in Africa presents an example 
of something worth emulating.  It is for this reason, therefore, that the Africa Center

 has launched the Whole-of-Africa Maritime Dialogue as a new model of assistance
 in which international partners help facilitate the exchange of ideas, lessons, 
cautionary tales, experiences and models of success.    

Modern Port of Tadjourah (Djibouti) which will ease access to the Northern Part of Ethiopia through a brand new asphalted road.
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